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cloud computing for regulated “gxp”  
environments 
during the last 5 years, various service providers developed multiple models for 
hosting services based on cloud computing. there is a big temptation for regulated 
organisations to consider such cloud services to reduce operational costs. However 
such decisions should be taken carefully since data are not only subject to gxp regu-
lation but because they represent one of the most valuable parts of the company’s 
capital.
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since the beginning of the internet, only network adminis-
trators and it infrastructure architects took care of the 
effective topology and details of the network. end users 
needed only to know where and how to connect their 
terminal devices without any knowledge about the details 
behind the network outlet in the wall. that’s how the term 
cloud developed which comes from the traditional graphi-
cal representation used for “internet” as well as for “out-
side” it infrastructure. 

various kinds of application could be deployed based on 
cloud computing, for example:
 � collaborative tools, including calendars, address books, 
mail services

 � dedicated applications such as erp, relationship man-
agement system, procurement platform

 � information management systems, e.g. document man-
agement system.

Cloud definitions
cloud computing is typically a generic and nebulous term 
describing a lot of various topologies and services where 
each of them has a specific meaning with specific benefits 
and concerns.

the cloud implies a kind of “black box” view. indeed, the 
cloud is an abstraction of a collection of it infrastructure 
components such as servers, storage systems, networks, 
etc. the cloud makes it possible for the user to ignore the 
detail of the it infrastructure which supports their own 
application and data.

only in september 2011, nist[1] provided a formal and 
well accepted brief set of definitions about cloud comput-
ing covering:
 � service models
 � deployment models

usually three models of services1 are associated with cloud 
computing:
 � software as a service (saas)
 � platform as a service (paas)
 � infrastructure as a service (iaas)

Each model represents a specific scope and implies a spe-
cific sharing of responsibility between service provider 
(sp) and regulated user (ru).

SaaS – Software as a Service
By the SaaS model, a configured application, including all 
necessary infrastructure and platform components as well 
as hosting facility, is delivered to the regulated user. the ru 
contribution is limited to the following activities:
 � Final configuration and verification 
 � user management

the data reside in the cloud infrastructure under the sp’s 
responsibility. the ru can only have an impact – if any – on 
backup scheduling. the ru will only request restore ac-
tivities without any impact on their execution.

cloud computing for regulated  
“gxp” environments

Yves Samson, Kereon AG*

From identified server to hyperlink 
starting by a “pure” network infrastructure (internet), 
with the deployment of the World Wide Web, the cloud 
began to propose more services and at the same time 
to become more abstract. While in the early time of 
internet the connection to the ftp server of the library 
of congress was assumed to be connected to a hard-
ware server located within the it infrastructure of the 
library, the use of web services became to be less loca-
tion related and the end user started to ignore the real 
location of the servers behind the hypertext link.
Since the relationship to a clearly identified geographi-
cal location was lost, the Cloud was definitively born.

1 Further service models can be found in the technical literature, although they mostly correspond to a combination of the three service models defined by NIST. This article focuses on the service 
models as defined by NIST, see [1].
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Application Operational and Performance Qualification 
(oQ, pQ) remain the ru’s responsibilities. it is possible for 
the regulated user to buy the execution of qualification 
activities from the service provider. nevertheless, from a 
regulatory point of view, the qualification activities remain 
in the scope of the ru’s responsibility.

the saas model is similar to the asp concept – application 
service provider – as promoted in the late 1990ies. the 
regulated user does not own the application but he pays a 
right to use it.

PaaS – Platform as a Service
By the paas model, a middleware, including all necessary 
infrastructure components as well as hosting facility, is de-
livered to the regulated user. the ru has to perform the 
following activities:
 � Middleware configuration and verification
 � application development respectively installation
 � Application configuration and verification 
 � user management

as by the saas model, the data reside in the cloud infra-
structure under the sp’s responsibility. the ru can only 
have an impact on backup scheduling. the ru will only re-
quest restore activities without having any impact on their 
execution.

depending on the technology used and the agreed con-
tract, the ru could be allowed to perform some data 
dumps to save data and configuration outside of the cloud.

IaaS – Infrastructure as a Service
By the iaas model, computational and storage resources, 
including all necessary network components and hosting 
facilities, are delivered to the regulated user. depending on 
the contract conditions, the ru has to perform the follow-
ing activities:
 � Installation, configuration and maintenance of the server 
operating system

 � Installation, configuration and maintenance of the  
middleware

 � Verification of the installed configuration
 � application development respectively installation
 � Application configuration and verification 
 � user management

like by the saas and paas models, the data reside in the 
cloud infrastructure under the sp’s responsibility. the ru 
can only have an impact on backup scheduling. the ru will 
only request restore activities without having any impact 
on their execution.

depending on the technology used and the agreed con-
tract, the ru could be allowed to perform some data 
dumps in order to save data and configuration outside of 
the cloud.

Based on the infrastructure used and on the contract con-
ditions, it is possible for the ru to have some limited con-
trols on network security components such as firewalls. 

Practical example
operating a web site requires the installation of an it net-
work, mail service, server hardware, operating system 
(linux, Windows, …), http-server software (apache, tom-
cat, iis, …), analysis and reporting tools, programming lan-
guage (pHp, perl, ruby, …), content management software 
(drupal, Joomla, typo3, …), database (mysQl, postgres, 
oracle-dB, ms-sQl, …). additionally data storage (san, 
nas, …) and backup facilities must be installed in order to 
store and to secure the data.

the impact of the corresponding service models on the 
provided service package is shown in the following table.
depending on the service provider, in particular the scope 
of the platform can vary. obviously, the content remains in 
the direct responsibility of the regulated user.
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Cloud deployment models
deploying applications over the cloud does not have to 
imply sharing infrastructure, platform or applications with 
external users. indeed various deployment models are 
possible based on a cloud approach:
 � internal / external private cloud

 � the cloud infrastructure is designed and delivered for 
the exclusive use by the regulated user organisation. in 
such cases, the cloud could be operated by the inter-
nal it organisation or by an it outsourcer. the cloud 
infrastructure can be located “in-house” (internally) 
or externally.

 � community cloud
 � the cloud infrastructure is designed and delivered for 
the exclusive use by a specific community of user 
organisations. in such cases, the user organisations 
share common concerns, requirements as well as 
compliance needs.

 � public cloud
 � the cloud infrastructure is open for public use.

 � Hybrid cloud
 � the cloud infrastructure is a combination of the above 
mentioned deployment models (private, community, 
public).

Benefits and concerns
The main benefits of cloud-based service delivery could be 
summarized as follows:
 � flexibility and service elasticity: capability to simply up- 
and down-size the delivered services without thresholds

 � rapid and on-demand service delivery: no delay due to 
procurement

 � Better energy and resources management: “green it”
 � availability and business continuity, if the cloud infra-
structure is designed and managed adequately (see part 
ii of this article in the next gmp Journal issue).

even if cloud computing seems to be attractive, some sig-
nificant concerns should be taken into account, especially 
for regulated organisations:
 � Data privacy, data confidentiality
 � security

 � service availability
 � service provider dependency.

as soon as data are not stored within an internal private 
cloud2, they are possibly accessible to third parties and at 
least partially out of direct control of the data owner (reg-
ulated user). the use of encryption may help to improve 
the data privacy and confidentiality. However, in such cases, 
one should not rely exclusively on built-in cloud encryp-
tion mechanisms, because such mechanisms could contain 
some back doors or other security weaknesses. ideally en-
cryption should be deployed and managed by the data 
owner themselves. nevertheless even if the concept is 
simple, its implementation could imply the need to master 
various technological challenges and to suffer some nega-
tive impacts regarding performance and limitations during 
operation.

the marketing departments of cloud service providers like 
to advertise the availability of cloud solutions. nonethe-
less, the last five years show a collection of significant in-
terruption of service from some hours to several days. all 
cloud service providers have to report service break-
downs. in october 2011, the disruption of mail services 
during several days by a mobile phone company showed 
how companies are technology and service dependent. if a 
large part of the office work requires cloud access, compa-
nies will be simply unable to work in the case of service 
disruption. the “29th february 2012 bug” – 12 years after 
year 2000 – showed again the weaknesses3  and the limited 
availability of some cloud solutions. the ability “to have ac-
cess to the data anywhere” (marketing claim) can rapidly 
become “no access from anywhere” (sad reality). 

By using cloud-based solutions, the ru has to manage a 
double dependency regarding its service provider:
 � during operation, since the service must be available. 
the cloud service is the new and crucial “common 
mode failure” within the it landscape.

 � When changing the service provider, since the migration 
of data and application could represent a very expen-
sive, time consuming, and challenging project. every 
service level agreement (SLA) should define the condi-
tions to cancel the service delivery as well as to move 
and to secure the data to another place. surprisingly, this 
specific point is both rarely as well as inadequately 
addressed and the conditions for changing the service 
provider are unclear and they could jeopardize data 
integrity and availability.

Managing the complexity of cloud-based solutions
in the previous sections, the structure and the particulari-
ties of cloud-based solutions have been briefly presented. 
so far the questions related to the geographic location of 
cloud infrastructures have not been yet discussed.

the basic principle of cloud computing is to behave like a 
“black box”. the services are available for the regulated 
user without needing to know where data and application 

2 Because of possible security weaknesses, data stored within the internal it infrastructure may be subject to unauthorized access. nevertheless it is simpler to limit and to control the access to data 
within an internal infrastructure than if the data are stored externally. this remark applied equally to data hosted by an outsourced datacentre operated by an external service provider. 
3 The same company did experience significant availability problems in September 2011 impacting all cloud-based services, because of load balancing malfunction inducing DNS-failures. Regarding the 
leap year issue, it is probably justified by a real sense for accuracy since the leap year is out of the scope of the solution’s name “…365”.
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are effectively stored and operated. Because cloud service 
providers behave like insurance companies, very often they 
use and rely on external cloud service providers for in-
creasing the service availability and for offsite backup.

this combination of services – service to the user and 
back-office services – makes the technical evaluation of 
offered solutions as well as the audit of cloud service pro-
viders more difficult. Petabytes of storage capacity, compu-
tational power, and network bandwidth are sold and 
bought as needed, like in a stock exchange. the location – 
yesterday audited by the regulated user – can be already 
obsolete tomorrow because data and (virtual) servers are 
hosted at another place, country, or continent. several 
troubles in the past showed that suddenly the backup in-
frastructure hosted by an external provider is finally lo-
cated at the other side of the street.

since the regulated user remains responsible and account-
able for its data and the compliance state of its applica-
tions, it is its responsibility to manage accurately its service 
providers. supplier management starts with a supplier au-
dit. it is obvious that cloud service providers cannot be 
audited like an api manufacturer. new approaches for au-
diting it service providers are necessary, requiring:
 � it technology knowledge
 � it security knowledge
 � Knowledge of current IT certifications (in-scope, out-
of-scope, controls) 

 � legal knowledge
 � gxp and csv knowledge.

Without “insider” know-how – i.e. it infrastructure know-
how – a meaningful audit of a cloud solution, including 
availability, security, maintainability, and business continuity 
aspects is effectively impossible. regardless of the used 
technology and of the provider’s competence, the devil re-
mains in the details. it could be a good idea to have a sound 
knowledge on the current IT certifications and to under-
stand the corresponding certification processes (self-as-
sessment, third part audit, …) in order to avoid audit re-
dundancies. Knowing and understanding the specific 
certification area would make possible to focus the audit 
on areas of interest which are not directly covered by the 
certification.

one of the particularities of cloud solutions is the com-
plex network of responsibility, especially if the cloud ser-
vice provider relies on external third-party cloud provid-
ers (offsite backup, redundancy). it seems pretty impossible 
to master such complex interdependencies without a 
knowledgeable lawyer. Likewise the definition of contracts 
and service level agreements (sla) should be performed 
diligently, including on a legal level. if limitations and con-
straints are required by the regulated user, those have to 
be defined precisely without giving any space for interpre-
tation. such limitations could be related to the location of 
the datacentres. constraints could be established in terms 
of control by the regulated user as well as information 

duty from the service provider to the regulated user. eve-
rything is possible as long as it is clearly required and ad-
equately stipulated.

especially because cloud infrastructures are evolving rap-
idly, it is necessary to increase the frequency of follow-up 
and routine audits. it is a good idea to formalise such needs 
in the contract and sla.

the growing complexity of the technology represents a 
real challenge for the auditors and multiple subject matter 
expertise is required to ensure the validity of it service 
provider audits.

Regulatory and legal impacts
even if the various players of the healthcare sector are 
used to dealing with regulatory requirements, the deploy-
ment of cloud-based solutions increases dramatically the 
complexity of the applicable legal and regulatory frame-
work.

on the gxp side, annex 11 to the european gmp guide 
(see [2]) defines clearly the expected responsibilities and 
level of control for computerised systems involved by 
gmp activities. By extension, these requirements should 
be applied to systems involved in the other regulated gxp 
processes such as clinical, distribution, laboratory, and vigi-
lance processes. additionally, local gxp regulations (e.g. [3]) 
may require that the batch documentation has to be re-
tained within locations4 specified in the GMP license. 

more complex is the legal situation. during the last 12 
years, different states around the world developed a com-
plex legal framework for fighting against:
 � terrorism
 � violation of  intellectual property
 � counterfeiting
 � etc.

in many countries, the internet is accused as the vector 
and dissemination carrier of illegal and/or dangerous infor-
mation and content. the question is not to approve or to 
reject such a view but to understand its impact on the way 
how data privacy is currently considered.

european companies are used to observe data privacy 
laws and directives on national and on european level (see 
[4]). even if such regulatory framework is not perfect, mul-
tiple legal protection mechanisms exist for ensuring a lim-
ited but a real respect for data privacy.

since 2001, the usa is governed amongst others by the 
patriot act (see [5]). initially elaborated for helping intelli-
gence agencies to fight against terrorism, its enforcement 
throughout the last 10 years makes data privacy at the 
least challenging, but in fact impossible. one of the major 
concerns is related to the fact that stored records and data 
have to be handed over to us authorities on demand with-
out a court order and without the data owner being told.

4 The application of this principle to electronic batch records makes outsourcing and cloud-based strategies more difficult since some specific agreements must be defined between the regulated 
company and the service provider.
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many discussions outside of usa show that companies as 
well as lawyers and associations defending data privacy are 
deeply concerned with this rule. not only european coun-
tries but also canada shares this general concern. 

usa-based cloud service providers tried to provide some 
guaranties regarding data privacy, for example by relying 
on subsidiaries based outside of usa and by avoiding pro-
viding services using datacentres located in the usa. un-
fortunately, this approach has been rejected by us author-
ities, arguing that the patriot act applies as soon as an 
organisation has subsidiary located in the usa.

the consequence for organisations taking care of data pri-
vacy is to avoid the use of cloud services provided or sup-
ported (including in case of offsite backup and business 
continuity) by companies based in the usa.

it is interesting to notice, based on recent discussions with 
us cloud professionals, that many of the us companies 
providing cloud services are not aware about this privacy 
concern of non-us customers.

in several european countries, the number of projects for 
building “pure european” cloud should be considered as an 
answer to the patriot act, so improving the support of 
data privacy.

last but not least, it should not be forgotten that some 
countries do not recognize intellectual property rules. en-
forcement of data privacy and intellectual property based 
on non-disclosure agreements is not possible since the 
national law does not support it. again, it is a good idea to 
avoid cloud services provided by companies based in such 
countries.

Innovative approach to IT Infrastructure  
compliance
Whatever are the concerns regarding the use of cloud-
based solutions, cloud computing brings some innovations 
to consider in it infrastructure management, compliance, 
and control.

one of the most interesting clauses by annex 11[2] stipu-
lates that internal it departments should be considered 
analogous to third-party it service providers.

this principle should help to bring more fairness by con-
sidering internal it departments. too often regulated com-
panies tend to require a higher compliance level (increas-
ing the related formalism and effort) by internal department 
than by external service providers. at the same time, these 
companies complain about high compliance costs.

annex 11 should encourage regulated companies to de-
fine a commensurate IT compliance framework applicable 
equally to both internal it departments as well as to third-
party suppliers and service providers.

an observation of the behaviour of regulated companies 
shows that companies tend to privilege outsourced it so-
lutions in the case of business critical applications while 
they rely on their internal it departments for operating 
less critical applications.

a consistent and logical decision process should prefer a 
solution provided by internal resources in case of critical 
applications. Otherwise, the leak of confidence into the 
own quality management system and teams could raise a 
lot of questions, in particular for regulators during inspec-
tion.

Within the last 20 years, it organisations complain about 
the inadequacy of the “conventional” csv approach for it 
infrastructure. indeed the rate of change by an it infra-
structure is much higher than by a production facility. 
However there is no reason for rejecting some levels of 
control for it infrastructure supporting gxp-relevant ac-
tivities.

maybe the deployment of internal private clouds within 
the it infrastructure of regulated companies could repre-
sent a way for improving the compliance efficiency and for 
limiting compliance and operation costs.

the abstraction level induced by a cloud-based approach 
could be helpful for defining an adequate and efficient 
change management strategy. Configuration and change 
management are based on the management of configura-
tion items. The definition of meaningful configuration items 
with appropriate size, extend, and impact is the key for 
success and for efficiency.

Too often unluckily defined configuration items compli-
cate the configuration and change management activities 
and cause high (and unnecessary) costs. the use of internal 
private cloud should help regulated organisations to for-
malise efficient IT infrastructure management strategies 
without jeopardizing the needed compliance level.

a meaningful application of risk-based approach to it in-
frastructure compliance taking advantage of cloud com-
puting technology could be one of the answers for limiting 
the operational costs. outsourcing is surely not the sole 
solution for streamlining the costs. 

Possible trends
an interesting experience shared by regulated companies 
that have used cloud-based solutions showed the following 
life cycle:
1.  application is operated by the internal it department
2.  application is moved to an external cloud in order to 

limit the costs
3.  application is operated in an external cloud but …

a. the level of control needs to be increased
b. application availability becomes a concern
c. data availability becomes a concern and cloud-off-

site backup (and archiving) are needed
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4.  cloud offsite backup is organized, using the company 
it infrastructure (often for cost or practical reasons)

5.  A cost review shows that, for a specific level of avail-
ability, operating the application internally would be 
less expensive than by using an external cloud.

6.  application operation is re-insourced.

as usual such life cycle is really dependent on the consid-
ered application and of the specific requirements. Howev-
er, based on the mentioned clause of annex 11 related to 
the consideration of internal it departments, it is neces-
sary to remember that both the compliance level as well 
as the application performance should not become lower 
for outsourcing reasons than by internal operation.

Ensuring data integrity, privacy, and confidentiality repre-
sent a cost. However missing these requirements could 
become very expensive, not specifically from a regulatory 
point of view, but in terms of business capability and of 
knowledge protection.

legal requirements in some countries, the lack of protec-
tion of intellectual property in other countries, the non-
respect of data privacy and intellectual property by some 
cloud service providers have to be taken into account by 
selecting the most appropriate scenario for operating a 
gxp-relevant application.

auditing service providers is unavoidable but the scope of 
such audits requires well knowledgeable subject matter 
experts (it, legal, gxp, csv,…). the audit strategy must be 
modified to being more suitable to the cloud specifics.

multiple learned lessons are available on the internet re-
garding failed deployments or malfunctions during opera-
tion of cloud-based implementation. it is highly recom-
mended to take an attentive look at such information 
before planning and deploying cloud-based solutions.

cloud computing is surely a useful tool for helping to mas-
ter it infrastructures. However, the way to operate and to 
use the cloud needs to be clearly and precisely defined, 
avoiding nebula. additionally to the use of virtualisation, 
various open source software projects could help regu-

lated organisations to plan, to implement , and to deploy 
internally cloud-based solutions in a secure and compliant 
manner.

*On the Author:
Yves Samson is founder and Director of the consulting firm 
Kereon ag located in Basle, switzerland. He has been in com-
puterized system validation since 1992. He is the editor of 
the french version of gamp®4 and gamp®5 and he translat-

ed the pic/s guide pi 011 into french.

computerised systems that illustrate or 
control quality-relevant processes are in 
widespread use throughout the pharmaceu-
tical industry. not only are they subject to 
the requirements of the various collections 
of pharmaceutical regulations for the valida-
tion of these systems, but since 1997 the 

us authority fda lays down requirements concerning elec-
tronic records / electronic signatures in 21 cfr part 11. also, 
since 1994 the gamp® guide provides a worldwide acknow-
ledged industry guideline for the validation of computerised 
systems - and is available as version 5 since 2008. the basic 
guideline was and still is constantly expanded by various 
Good Practice Guides concerning specific aspects.

In the GMP Certification Programme “Computer Validation 
manager” you acquire comprehensive knowledge of the basic 
principles for the validation of computerised systems, the re-
quirements of Part 11 and specific aspects of the validation of 
computerised systems.

 � Computer Validation: Introduction to Risk  
Management 
Barcelona, spain, 16 april 2013

 � Computer Validation - The GAMP®5 Approach 
Barcelona, spain, 17-19 april 2013

 � ECA European Computer Validation Conference  
Barcelona, spain, 4-5 June 2013

 � Computer Validation: Leveraging Suppliers 
Berlin, germany, 11 June 2013

 � Computer Systems Validation Master Class 
Berlin, germany, 12-14 June 2013

www.gmp-compliance.org

The „ECA Certified Computer Validation Manager“ Programme

Evaluation of cloud solutions
By evaluating a cloud solution, at least the following  
criteria must be considered:
1.  needs and constraints, including applicable regula-

tory and legal requirements
2.  service model: iaas, paas, saas
3.  deployment model: private, public, community, 

hybrid
4.  geographical location: country hosting the cloud 

infrastructure, country where the provider is  
located

5.  contract conditions, including business continuity 
measures and contract exit conditions.
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